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Sports News Roundup July 4th

Baseball
The Cuban national team of baseball beat US university staff 5-1 to achieve its 1st victory after
2 consecutive failures in the traditional bilateral top between the two baseball powers.
In the 3rd challenge of friendly series held this Friday at the Durham Bulls Athletic Park, North
Carolina, Cuba deployed a 12 hits offensive to support the work of lefty opener Yoanni Yera,
who won the success to cover 6 chapters at a rate of 3 hits, 1 clean and 6 strikeouts.
Yorbis Borroto, Alexander Malleta, Yulexis La Rosa, Yordan Manduley, Rudy Reyes and
Frederich Cepeda, led the winners, while Ryan Howard and Nick Banks did the same for the
losers; the defeat corresponded to American starter Mike Shawaryn, while Cuba also used its
relievers Livan Moinelo and the speedy Hector Manuel Mendoza, to ensure the victory.
This Saturday Cuba will try to even the score in the 4th challenge that will take place at the
Stadium BB & amp; T Ballpark in Charlotte, North Carolina.
Volleyball
Cuba's women team will face host Peru today, in the continuation of the 2nd weekend of
preliminary Group P, 3rd level of Grand Prix of Volleyball, based in the city of Trujillo; earlier,
Cuba had defeated Kazakhstan 3-0.
Circus
The National Circus of Cuba will be present in urban and rural areas of the city of Ciego de Avila
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from July 6th-15th as part of the cultural proposals for this summer.
Copa America
The host nation Chile will try to fulfill its dream of being crowned for 1st time in the America
Football Cup when they face today the almighty Argentina squad at the end of the fair in its
2015 edition.
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